
Slicing nuclear Pomerons in UPC using ZDCs

     Mark   Strikman

what  have we learned and some directions for the future studies 

based on papers with  L. Frankfurt, V,Guzey, M.Zhalov, A.T.Lee Stasto, E.Krushin, A.Larionov
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STUDIES  OF UPC GROUP  in 2006 -2998 C9NnCLUDED THAT UPC AT TH  LHC   

WOULD PROVIDE VALUABLE INFORMATION ON SMALL X DYNAMICS
 1)  Larger W than at ep collider  

 2)  Simpler final state than in pp, pA hence possibility to study  

 Jets at smaller  pt than at the LHC. 

3)  Dffraction - soft and hard 

 4)Much larger radpidity coverage especially  wit ZDC

Confirmed  largerly in diffraction. Main finding lrge supprerddion  

 sion of coherent production of vector mrdond both in the sof t 

And hard  regimes. Difficult to check through   global  fits w  

9)Focus   nparticular feature of different mechanism          
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UPC is clearly s forerunner of RIC.  - data now not in 20 years. 

For many UPC flagship EIC  reactions,  EIC would have to   make  
emphasis on few % precision A - dependence. 
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Fig. 1. Cuts of the double rescattering diagram corresponding to diffraction (a); screening of single scattering (b,c), double multiplicity (d). 

of papers [ 13-16], it is assumed that screening occurs 
due to hard scattering events, which contain both color 
octet and color singlet intermediate states (color sin- 
glet screening in this model has the topological struc- 
ture of a two Pomeron exchange and corresponds to 
a triple Pomeron diagram). The amount of diffraction 
in these models sensitively depends on the assumed 
boundary conditions. For a discussion of the expecta- 
tions of this model for possible final states see Ref. 
[171. 

In the following, we will use the term Pomeron just 
to refer to the color singlet nature of the exchange. In- 
teractions of such structure permit the application of 
the AGK cutting rules [18] to determine the diffrac- 
tive cross section and to predict the distribution over 
multiplicities. For some early applications of the AGK 
rules to hadron-nucleus scattering see Refs. [ 19-21]. 

For simplicity, let us first consider deep inelastic 
lepton scattering off light nuclei, where the restriction 
by the interactions with two or three nucleons via the 
exchange of two or three "Pomerons" is a legitimate 
approximation (below we will make an estimate of 
the range of  validity of this approximation to for the 
total cross section and various partial cross sections). 
In this case, the cross section can be represented in 
the form: 

0"tY;t A = A0"tro~N(1 -- K2(A, X)) , (2) 

where the second term represents the contribution of 

interactions of hadron configurations in the projec- 
tile with two nucleons through the double Pomeron 
exchange, and where each individual Pomeron ex- 
change describes the interaction of the projectile's 
quark-gluon configuration with a single nucleon. 

The AGK cutting rules yield a prescription on how 
to calculate the cross section of diffractive processes 
as well as processes with a single (single multiplicity) 
and two Pomeron cuts (double multiplicity) by means 
of K2(A,x) and the square of the ratio of the real 
and imaginary parts of the T*N zero angle scattering 
amplitude, 

2 (Rea  
~7 -= \ I m A , /  (3) 

For example, in the case of the double scattering con- 
tribution to shadowing with cross section -0 .  the non- 
vanishing cuts of the diagram correspond to diffrac- 
tive cross section o" - Fig. la; screening of the single 
multiplicity process of the impulse of approximation 
- Fig. lb, lc with cross section -40.,  and the cut of 
two Pomeron exchanges - Fig. 1 d, which leads to pro- 
duction of particles with average multiplicity twice as 
large as in the interaction with one nucleon with cross 
section 20". (For simplicity we give here expressions 
for r / = 0 ) .  

The cross section for the processes with single mul- 
tiplicity of hadrons in the final state, is described by 
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Cuts of double scattering diagram corresponding to diffraction (a), 

Screening of the scattering of a single nucleon (b/c), double multiplicity (d )

Unitarity relates these cuts - Abramovski, Gribov, Kancheli
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σdi f = σ2

σsingle ”n” =�2σ2

σsingle ”p” =�2σ2

σdouble = 2σ2

σshad = σdi f +σsingle+σdouble =�σ2
σtot = σimpulse+σshad

AGK  relation between 
cross sections of different  
channels:

Using AGK we  re-derived original Gribov result for nuclear shadowing 
extending it to include the real part effects.  This approach does not require 
separation of diffraction into leading twist and higher twist parts.
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Theorem: in the low thickness limit (or for  x>0.005) 
f j/A(x,Q2)/A= f j/N(x,Q2)� 1

2+2η2
R
d2b

R ∞
�∞dz1

R ∞
z1 dz2

R x0
x dxIP·

· f Dj/N
�
β,Q2,xIP, t

�
|k2t =0

ρA(b,z1) ρA(b,z2) Re
⇥
(1� iη)2 exp(ixIPmN(z1� z2))

⇤
,

f j/A(x,Q2), f j/N(x,Q2)

η= ReAdi f f/ImAdi f f ⇡ 0.3, ρA(r)

x0(quarks)⇠ 0.1, x0(gluons)⇠ 0.03

where are nucleus(nucleon) pdf's,
nuclear matter density.
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FIG. 3: The forward γ∗-nucleus triple scattering amplitude.

Corrections to the elastic rescattering approximation can be estimated by taking into

account the effects of fluctuations of the strength of the rescattering interaction. Modeling

of these effects was performed in [23] with the conclusion that for a wide range of cross

section fluctuations, the reduction of nuclear shadowing (for fixed σeff ) remains a rather

small correction for all nuclei.

After introducing the attenuation factor into Eq. (2), the complete expression for the

shadowing correction, δfj/A, becomes

δfj/A(x, Q2) =
A(A − 1)

2
16πRe

[
(1 − iη)2

1 + η2

∫
d2b

∫ ∞

−∞
dz1

∫ ∞

z1

dz2

∫ xIP,0

x

dxIP

×fD(4)
j/N (β, Q2, xIP , tmin)ρA(b, z1)ρA(b, z2)e

ixIP mN (z1−z2)e−(A/2)(1−iη)σj
eff

∫ z2
z1

dzρA(b,z)

]
. (6)

This is our master equation (see also Eq. (14)). It contains several sources of model-

dependence and theoretical ambiguity. First, the attenuation factor T (b, z1, z2) assumes

that multiple rescatterings can be described by a single rescattering cross section [58] σj
eff ,

i.e. cross section fluctuations are neglected in the interaction with three and more nucleons.

Note that in the phenomenologically important kinematic region of fixed-target experiments,

x > 0.01 and Q2 > 2 GeV2, the uncertainty associated with the attenuation factor T (b, z1, z2)

is negligible since the rescattering contribution to shadowing is small, see Fig. 8. Second, the
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FIG. 2: The forward γ∗-nucleus rescattering amplitude that gives the principal contribution to

nuclear shadowing.

nuclear wave function squared can be approximated well by the product of individual

ρA(b, zi) for each nucleon (the so-called independent particle approximation).

• The factor eixIP mN (z1−z2) is a consequence of the propagation of the diffractively pro-

duced intermediate state between the two nucleons involved.

Step 2. The QCD factorization theorems for inclusive [25] and hard diffractive DIS [7]

can be used to relate the structure functions in Eq. (1) to the corresponding – inclusive and

diffractive – parton distribution functions. Since the coefficient functions (hard scattering

parts) are the same for both inclusive and diffractive structure functions, the relation between

the shadowing correction to nPDFs and the proton diffractive parton distribution functions

(PDFs) is given by an equation similar to Eq. (1). The shadowing correction to the nPDF

of flavor j, fj/A, δf (2)
j/A, is related to the proton (nucleon) diffractive PDF fD(4)

j/N of the same

flavor

δf (2)
j/A(x, Q2) =

A(A − 1)

2
16πRe

[
(1 − iη)2

1 + η2

∫
d2b

∫ ∞

−∞
dz1

∫ ∞

z1

dz2

∫ xIP,0

x

dxIP

×fD(4)
j/N (β, Q2, xIP , t)|t=tmin

ρA(b, z1)ρA(b, z2)e
ixIP mN (z1−z2)

]
. (2)
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Including higher order terms 
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Observable¨. Ncoll (or number of neutrons in ZDC) vs xA. Const  for xA>0.02, 
graduate increase with decrease of xA , decrease of the effect with increase of  ptT of 
charm,  pT of leading pion  in current fragmentation  region.


Looking for tail corresponding to  3 - 5 wounded nucleons.

AGK allows to rewrite sign alternating series as a series all positive terms

<latexit sha1_base64="cfI1IdXmqVz7uTKqHhxETiBxUaU=">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</latexit>

�(1)
Ncoll = �1 � 4�2;�

(2)
Ncoll = 2�2;�

(diff)
Ncoll = �2;

28

“

Not tested experimentally

Neutrons are far from main action and hence could  serve  a measure of 

Neutrons are far from main action and hence could  serve  a measure of 

 Centrality / periphericity  without strong trigger bias..
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Denoting Rg(x) = gA(x)(/gN(x)

Ncoll= 1/RA(x)

Here one integrates over  impact parameters, loosing valuable  information. 

 Can one measure Rg  as a function of impact parameter? Use set of nuclei,  

Central hadron multiplicity (rather strong trigger bias, we suggest  to  try  soft neutrons  
originating from decay of heated nucleus

8



Average number of wounded 

 nucleons as a function of. pt Average number of wounded 

 nucleons as a function of. X 
For central rapidities (y~ 0) for low pt charm  
production Rg=0.6.    N= 1/0.6 ~1.6,  
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Can one measure Rg  as a function of impact parameter?Nuclear diagonal gds. 

 Use set of nuclei,  

Central hadron multiplicity (rather strong trigger bias, we suggest  to  try  soft 
neutrons  originating from decay of heated nucleus. Huge rapidity interval - 
smaller energy, etc  … correlation
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What is known about  soft neutron production? 

E665 FNAL  measured µ Pb — > neutron +XAt       <Eµ> ~ 200 GeV
Found  <Nn> ~ 5 : 7  depending on cutoff for neutron energy. . 

Needs a very  strong suppression\ of  cascades already  

for Eh = 1 GeV. Needs testing relation between number of collisions and ZDC signal. 

LHC easy - take γA—> dijet +X for xg> 10-2. Only one nucleon is hit.  

Measure number of neutrons , Quasi elastic  J/psi  charm,…. 
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C. Oppedisano, CFNS Ad-hoc Workshop, 
February 2022 

One can do even better by studying charm yield as a function of centrality

MS: There are corrections to linear 
dependence of neutron energy/ average 
neutron energy — need to work on 
corrections for small  Ncoll, via e.g. 
quasielastic J/psi
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Deconvolution to contributions of different N  wlould benefit  

from N=1 information  discussed above. Interesting also to compare  

different projectiles : photons, protons  st RHIC and LHC
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Number of neutrons per wounded nucleon

More nucleons per wounded nucleon , easier to distinguish   

Contributions from  from N=1, N=2,… 
14



Theory of neutron production 
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Larionov and MS (Phys.Rev.C 101 (2020))  - extended transport model 
GiBUU   to include emission of neutrons

� + Pb ! J/ (pT ) + M neutrons+A⇤
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Consistency check of leading twist model of shadowing

For example, N=1, N=2 values test interaction  in the rim region. 

 

<latexit sha1_base64="LjdO5JiG/tABa6+U8DVC+RmmGHA=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAR6qYk4msjFN24rNAXtCFMppN26MwkzEyEELLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HaZqGtBy4czrmXe+8JYkaVdpxva2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tm19/bbKkokJi0csUh2A6QIo4K0NNWMdGNJEA8Y6QTju4nfeSRS0Ug0dRoTj6OhoCHFSBvJtw/TanB6A/uKDjnyMxKGebVpJN+uODVnCrhI3IJUQIGGb3/1BxFOOBEaM6RUz3Vi7WVIaooZycv9RJEY4TEakp6hAnGivGz6QA5PjDKAYSRNCQ2n6u+JDHGlUh6YTo70SM17E/E/r5fo8NrLqIgTTQSeLQoTBnUEJ2nAAZUEa5YagrCk5laIR0girE1mZROCO//yImmf1dzL2sXDeaV+W8RRAkfgGFSBC65AHdyDBmgBDHLwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1sesdckqZg7AH1ifP9FnlUg=</latexit>

y(b) = �eff (T (b)

<latexit sha1_base64="h6rFfc9iq4cbuKIQDdVoORJi/Ic=">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</latexit>

/
Z

d2b · y(b)e�y(b)

σeff includes fluctuations of diffractive cross section
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Needs a very  strong suppression of  cascades already  

for Eh = 1 GeV. Needs testing relation between number of collisions and ZDC signal. 

LHC easy to find out- take γA—> dijet +X for xg> 10-2. Only one nucleon is hit.  

Measure number of neutrons , Quasi elastic  J/psi  charm,…. 

17



Puzzle in nuclear fragmentation:  a factor > 2 fewer  
slow neutrons are produced in the DIS  process 

μ +Pb → μ + n +X 

than according to cascade models

E665, 1995

Zhalov,  Tverskoi, MS 96 - confirmed by Larionov &MS 2019 

Option 1:Pythia not modeling well fragmentation of nucleons in DIS 
 (not very likely such a gross effect) 

Option 2: novel coherence effect - perhaps related to ability of DIS in which a 
small x parton is removed  to break effectively  a nucleon (no time to discuss).

18

Space - time dynamics of  parton interaction in the nucleus fragmentation region in DIS 

Question: what is formation time of hadrons produced in the nucleus fragmentation region?

Test in UPC (both LHC and RHIC) by looking at neutrons in ZDC

and M.Baker group 2020

γPb → dijet (direct photon) + X+  neutrons in ZDC



Parton structure of  photon - Color fluctuations in γA collisions

Photon is a multi scale state:  

Equation (1) can be rewritten in terms of the integral over � ⌘ �qq̄(W,dt,mq) (as an approximation,
we neglect the di↵erence between the dipole cross section for the light and the charm quarks):

��p(W ) =

Z
d��P dipole

� (�) , (7)

where the distribution over cross sections P�(�) is:

P dipole
� (�) =

����
d2dt

d�qq̄(W,dt,mq = 300 MeV)

����
X

q

e2q | �,T (z, dt,mq)|2 . (8)

Figure 1 shows the resulting distribution P dipole
� (�) for mq = 250 MeV (red solid curve) and mq = 300

MeV (blue solid curve). Note that since for the dipole sizes dt < 1.5 fm, the dipole cross section does not
exceed 42 mb, the resulting distribution P�(�) (8) has suport only for 0  �  42 mb.

The dipole model prediction for P�(�) can be compared to the result of an approach explicitly taking
into account cross section fluctuations in the ⇢ meson [4]. Taking the sum of the ⇢, ! and � meson
contributions, the resulting distribution reads:

P(⇢+!+�)/�(�) =
11

9

✓
e

f⇢

◆2

P (�) , (9)

where P (�) is taken from [4]; its form is motivated by P⇡(�) for the pion and is constrained to describe
the HERA data on ⇢ photoproduction on the proton. The coe�cient of 11/9 takes into account the !
and � contributions in the SU(3) approximation.

The resulting P(⇢+!+�)/�(�) is shown in Fig. 1 as a green dot-dashed curve. Note that P⇢/�(�) has
the wide support all the way up to � = 100 mb (not shown in the figure).
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Figure 1: The distributions P (�) for the photon in the dipole model (red and blue solid curves) and in
the cross section fluctuation approach (the green dot-dashed curve) at W = 100 GeV.
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P
�
(�
),
m
b�

1

VM
qq-

P�(�) / 1/� for� ⌧ �(⇡N) P�(�) / P⇡(�) for� > �(⇡N)

Probability, Pγ(σ) for a photon to interact with nucleon with cross section  σ, 
gets contribution from point - like configurations and soft configurations 
(vector meson (VM) like) - color fluctuations (CF).  Unique opportunity to 
compare soft and hard interactions

19

Alvioli et al 2017
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Direct photon dijets
x≥ 10-2

Charm
x~ 10-3

Low transverse 
momentum events

60 mb0 mb

Leading strangeness
x~ 10-3

Min bias

Important feature of QCD 
Manifested in Ultraperipheral collisions at LHC (WγN< 500 GeV)

EIC & LHC  - Q2 dependence  “2D strengthonometer”   - - decrease of role of 
“fat” configurations, multinucleon interactions due to LT nuclear shadowing

σ

Novel way to study dynamics of γ &γ* interactions

allow to tune strength of interaction of configurations in photons 
and testing it among other options by detecting neutron production 



Alternatively, one can express this in terms of the b-dependent nuclear density gA(x, b)

gA(x, b) = gp(x)

✓
TA(b)

✓
1� �2

�3

◆
+

2�2
�2
3

⇣
1� e��3TA(b)/2

⌘◆

= TA(b)gp(x)

✓✓
1� �2

�3

◆
+

2�2
TA(b)�2

3

⇣
1� e��3TA(b)/2

⌘◆
. (5)

The ratio gA(x, b)/[TA(b)gp(x)] is shown in the right panel of Fig. ??.
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Figure 2: The ratio gA(x, b)/[TA(b)gp(x)] as a function of |~b|.

2

Leading twist gluon shadowing in impact parameter space for 
coherent J/ψ photoproduction on Pb as a function of | ⃗b⃗|. 
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σeff (QQ )< σeff (ss )<σeff (uu )

Different configuration have different strength ( σeff ) of interaction

 -  -  -

Coupling to diffraction

Can be tested using correlation of hadrins,…in current region with ZDC signal

For large  systems elastic channel  dominates; for small  - inelastic
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The scattering amplitude in impact parameter space ΓA(b) for coherent 
J/ψ photoproduction on Pb as a function of | ⃗b⃗|. 

Gluon shadowing changes regime of interaction for x~ 10-3  and 
small b from close to black (probability to interact inelastically) 
  1- (1- Γ)2= 0.77 to gray 1- (1- Γ)2= 0.45

To reach the black disk limit x~ 10-5 is necessary

x=10-3 (lowest x for EIC)

23

Neutron information is critical to separate low energy and 
high energy photon contributions and reach x << 10-2
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γ +p (A)→ J/ψ(xF< 0.8) + X 

shadowing for quasielastic and inelastic diffraction:: separating 

γ +p (A)→ leading dijet  (charm) + X 

RA(x=10-3, μ) ~0.6 average number of wounded nucleons ν= 1/RA

enhanced hadron production for yUPC=0

more  neutrons in ZDC

pushing to x~10-5 using neutron information

J/ψ +A* and  J/ψ +Y + A* using ZDC information

◉

next steps:

◉

elastic

dissociation



why heavy nucleus did not help significantly? 
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Where is A1/3 factor?

nucleus is much more delute  than proton +effect of gluon shadowing

CONTENTS 43

where the slope is parametrized as [165]

B2g(x) = B
(0)
2g + 2↵0

g ln(x0/x) , (62)

with x0 = 0.0012, B
(0)
2g = 4.1 (+0.3

�0.5) GeV�2 and ↵
0
g = 0.140 (+0.08

�0.08) GeV�2. One can

rewrite Eq. (60) as

�̂  8⇡B2g(x) ⇡ 40 mb , (63)

for x = 10�3. We note that taking into account relation between the gluon density

and dipole cross section Eq. (25), the relation (63) is equivalent to (59) (with fixed

normalisation).

The above arguments can be extended to nuclei, in which case the saturation scale

obtains the modification due to the mass number A. It is coming from the enhanced

gluon density, which scales roughly like a volume, factor A times reduction factors (a)

the nuclear shadowing factor and (b) smaller transverse density (nuclei are rather dilute

objects) resulting in

Q
2
sA

Q
2
sN

= A
R

2
gN

R
2
A

gA(x, Q
2)

AgN(x, Q2)
. (64)

Taking R
2
gN(x = 10�3) = 0.6 fm2 from analysis of the J/ elastic production, see Sec. 5,

R
2
A = (1.1 fm A

1/3)2, and nuclear shadowing factor of 0.6 for Q
2 = 3 GeV2 and x = 10�3,

we find for the enhancement factor for heavy nuclei (A ⇠ 200):

Q
2
sA

Q
2
sN

= 0.3A1/3 ⇡ 1.75 . (65)

A more accurate estimate avoiding edge e↵ects can be done for the case of scattering

at small impact parameters. In this case we can estimate ratio Q
2
sA/Q

2
sN for small impact

parameters by comparing the product of the matter density at b = 0,

TA(b = 0) =

Z 1

�1
dz⇢A(b = 0, z)A=200 ⇡ 2 fm�2

, (66)

times the shadowing factor SA(x) ⇠ 0.5 with the transverse gluon density in a nucleon:

1

⇡R
2
gN tr

=
1

⇡R
2
gN(2/3)

⇡ 1

2R2
gN

. (67)

Using the same value of R
2
gN as above we find the modification factor for the saturation

scale equal to

Q
2
sA(b = 0)/Q2

sN = TA(b = 0) · SA(x, b = 0) · 2R2
gN = 1.2 , (68)

for heavy nuclei. The di↵erence is mainly due to neglect of the surface e↵ects in modeling

the nuclear density.

In practice the black disk regime is di�cult to reach experimentally, nevertheless

it is instructive to analyze the behavior of the cross sections in this limit. It was first

considered by Gribov [84] for the total cross section for �⇤ - heavy nucleus scattering.

In this limit for virtualities Q
2

< Q
2
sA, where Q

2
sA � ⇤2

QCD, the cross section of dipole–

nucleus scattering does not depend on the dipole size for 1/r2
< Q

2
sA and is equal to
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Perturbative Pomeron: what is  energy dependence cross section  in vacuum channel ?
Problem for the study  - two large parameters ln Q2, and ln 1/x.

DIS - both parameters enter (DGLAP );   BGKL  - only ln 1/x (scattering  of two small dipoles)

BFKL elastic amplitude   f(s)= (s/s0)1+ ω

leading log  ω     ~  0.5 ÷ 0.8 , NLO ~ 0.1, resummation ~0.25

! = a1↵S � a2↵
2
S + ...

Main reason for small values of ω  - energy conservation
Promising direction: Rapidity gaps at large t for 
J/psi production - squeezing from both ends. 
Can be measured in UPC (pA) if good 
acceptance in proton region

rapidity gap

fixed x
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a simpler process than Mueller and Tung dijet
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Perturbative Pomeron: what is  energy dependence cross section  in vacuum channel ?

Problem for the study  - two large parameters ln Q2, and ln 1/x.

DIS - both parameters enter (DGLAP );   BGKL  - only ln 1/x (scattering  of two small dipoles)

BFKL elastic amplitude   f(s)= (s/s0)1+ ω

leading log  ω     ~  0.5 ÷ 0.8 , NLO ~ 0.1, resummation ~0.25

! = a1↵S � a2↵
2
S + ...

Main reason for small values of ω  - energy conservation
Promising direction: Rapidity gaps at large t for 
J/psi production - squeezing from both ends. 
Can be measured in UPC (pA),  
 future:EIC, LHeC.

rapidity gap

fixed x
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/P

/P

a simpler process than Mueller and Tung dijet
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The choice of large t ensures several  important simplifications:
✵ the parton ladder mediating quasielastic  scattering  is attached to the  
projectile  via two gluons. 
✵✵ attachment of the ladder to two partons of the target is strongly 
suppressed.  
✵✵✵ small transverse size dqq̄ ⇥ 1/

⇤
�t⇠ 0.15fm forJ/ for� t ⇠ m2

J/ 

d��+p!V+X

dtdx̃
=

=
d��+quark!V+quark

dt


81

16
gp(x̃, t) +

X

i

(qip(x̃, t) + q̄ip(x̃, t))

�

exp(2! ·�Y ) resummation predicts a huge  effect - between ΔY =2 and ΔY 
=4   σ is expected to increase by a factor of  3  !!! /P

ΔY =4 

Δ Y  up to 4 maybe possible at EIC, and  Δ Y  up to 8 at LHC in pA 


